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The matters in dispute proceeded to a hearing held by Zoom on January 26, 2023. 
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Background to Dispute 

In October 2021, York University (University) and the York University Faculty Association 

(Association) signed Minutes of Settlement (Minutes) resolving a dispute about pension 

indexation by agreeing instead to the University increasing its fixed annual contribution to post-

employment – retiree – health benefits from $1.3 million to $2.8 million. Article 1408(b) of the 

collective agreement was amended to reflect this change. The Minutes required the parties to 

meet and discuss adjustments, up or down, to premiums and benefits based on multi-year 

normative data (costing, utilization, actuarial and other forecasting information). Accordingly, 

while the University’s increased contribution was fixed by the Minutes, and therefore known, 

remaining to be determined was what, if any, benefit improvements could be funded by the 

additional contribution and the impact of benefit improvements, if any, on employee 

premiums. The parties collected the relevant information, met to discuss these matters, and 

exchanged proposals.  

 

In brief, the University was of the view that no additional benefits, or improvements to existing 

benefits, could or should be funded and that, at most, a modest healthcare spending account 

be established (subject to certain restrictions: time limited and revocable). The Association 

disagreed: it proposed eleven improvements to the benefit plan – with no increase to 

premiums – improvements that it asserted were affordable, modest, reasonable and prudent. 

As provided for in the Minutes, this dispute was referred to final and binding arbitration, which 

took place at a hearing held by Zoom on January 25, 2023. 
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Further Information 

After receiving the Association’s proposed improvements, the University asked its benefits 

advisor, AON, and its ASO benefits carrier, SunLife, to cost the Association proposal. Details of 

these costings were set out in the materials filed by the parties. Suffice it to say, AON 

projections costed the Association proposals over 10 years (without taking into account 

possible increases in funding arising out of collective bargaining). AON costed using the 

Association’s proposed assumptions about enrollment and retirement and concluded that over 

the ten years (2021-2031) there would be an average cost increase of $659,140 per year as 

compared to the status quo. AON also costed using the University’s proposed assumptions 

about enrollment and retirement and concluded there would be over the same ten-year period 

an average cost increase of $801,539 as compared to the status quo. SunLife’s costing was less 

robust (and would need in any event to be adjusted for the Covid experience): based on 2021 

experience it determined the cost of the Association proposals for one year was $749,812. 

Whether AON or SunLife, the average costing was about half the amount of the agreed-upon 

additional annual increase of $1.5 million.  

 

As just noted, different scenarios were costed, but to summarize, using the assumptions 

proposed by the Association (Scenario D/AON costings), under the Association proposals with 

no premium increase an in-year deficit would appear in the Yearly Account Balance in 2024 

($24,424), but there would no deficit in the Cumulative Account Balance until 2028 ($224,796) 

or perhaps even further out, taking into account that none of the new money had yet been 

spent on benefit improvements. Under the University proposals – and using the same 
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Association assumptions but with no improvements to benefits, there would be a surplus in the 

Yearly Account Balance until 2029 and growing surpluses in the Cumulative Account Balance 

ending up at approximately $4 million in 2031. If the same calculation was done using the 

University’s proposed assumptions (Scenario C/AON costings), the surplus would grow to $2.79 

million in 2031. 

 

Association Submissions 

In the Association’s submission and based on the costings provided by the University from 

SunLife and AON, its proposed improvements were affordable, modest, reasonable and 

prudent. If anything, the Association was too conservative in its benefits ask given that the AON 

and SunLife costings established that no matter what, the cost of the new benefits amounted to 

approximately half of the new funding. Moreover, there were other reasons to support the 

Association’s proposal. The Association noted that the delay and then failure to reach 

agreement meant that there was an additional $1.5 million in contributions and no new 

expenditures. It was axiomatic that this would provide an ongoing buffer, and on either AON’s 

or SunLife’s costings, and using either Association or University assumptions, this would 

account for two years of new benefits.  

 

Making the Association’s case even more persuasive was a closer look at some of the 

University’s assumptions, which the Association asserted did not pan out; namely,  the 

University’s assumptions about retirement age – asserting that it vastly overestimated both the 

number of projected retirements as well as retiree benefit enrollment (the retiree benefit plan 
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is voluntary), further skewing the data and making it even more manifest that the Association 

proposals were affordable within the new funding arrangement.  

 

It was also the case, the Association observed, that none of the projections took into account 

the historical pattern of increasing University contributions in collective bargaining. The 

possibility also existed of premium adjustments (although the Association vigorously disputed 

the University’s assertion that a 2016 settlement governed this in any way). There would be 

two, and perhaps three, rounds of collective bargaining before any significant deficit appeared 

and there was also a pre-existing mechanism in the collective agreement for the parties to 

meet and address this issue should it arise. In fact, Article 14.08(b) was clear: it mandates the 

parties to monitor and agree to premium or benefit changes when expenditures exceed 

available funding to ensure that costs and revenue balance. Finally, in the Association’s view, its 

proposals had to be compared and contrasted with what the University suggested: originally, 

no improvements at all, and then more latterly a time-limited health spending account with an 

estimated annual cost of $192,750 or 13% of the additional $1.5 million being added to the 

benefits program. For all of these reasons and others, the Association urged me to award its 

proposals. 

 

University Submissions 

In the University’s submission, context matters. And the context in this case was a benefits 

program where in 2019, 2020, and 2021, the cost of claims exceeded the University’s annual 

contributions together with the retiree premiums. Indeed, in 2020, the University contributed 
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an extra $312,010.12 in response to an in-year deficit (and waived recovery/adjustment). 

Moreover, in the discussions leading up to execution of the Minutes, the University provided 

the Association with information about the in-year deficits in the three previous years and 

projections indicating near and long-term deficits if funding levels remained unchanged. The 

additional funds were necessary to ensure the sustainability of the benefit program, not to fund 

11 new benefit improvements (when historically, the parties bargained nothing of this 

magnitude). The evidence established that even with the introduction of the additional $1.5 

million in annual funding, without increased retiree premiums, the benefit program would 

quickly experience in-year deficits – the exact problem the additional funding was intended to 

address. Article 14.08(b) of the collective agreement established an important principle: the 

retiree benefit program must be sustainable. And there was absolutely no point in introducing 

new benefits that might later have to be clawed back when costs exceeded revenue. The 

additional $1.5 million was provided to stabilize the program not to increase benefits that 

would be inevitably followed by their reduction and/or an increase in retiree premiums.  

 

At most, in the University’s submission, a $250.00 annual health spending account benefit could 

be introduced. A health spending account was certain and fixed and should deficits arise in 

future years it could more easily be adjusted than scaling back benefits or coverage. To the 

extent any new benefits were ordered, they should be limited to individuals who retired after 

May 1, 2016. Retiree premiums must also be increased to reflect 35% of the cost of the benefits 

as was established in 2016 collective bargaining negotiations. It was a common benefit program 

feature that beneficiaries have some level of financial responsibility so that they better 
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understand the impact of their choices as a consumer of medical services. Very simply, there 

should be no benefit improvements without a concomitant increase in retiree premiums (which 

have remained unchanged for the past seven years).  The University urged me to reject the 

Association’s proposals and, at most, award the $250 health spending account. 

 

Discussion and Decision 

Having carefully considered the detailed written briefs and attachments, together with the 

submissions made at the hearing, it is my view that the Association proposals should be 

awarded, subject to two modifications as explained below. 

 

While the suite of improvements that the Association sought are – in the context of previous 

bargaining – substantial and non-normative, so too is the more than doubling of the 

University’s annual contribution. Experience in these matters indicates that it would not have 

been in the expectation of the parties that an amount of this size – $1.5 million –increasing the 

University’s annual contribution to $2.8 million would result in nothing but the continuation of 

the benefit status quo or a modest and possibly time-limited health spending account. There is 

nothing in the Minutes that would lead one to conclude that the increased contribution was 

intended or targeted to only ensure that there was no future in-year deficit. In fact, the AON 

projections make it clear that a tremendous Cumulative Account Balance surplus would occur if 

the University’s primary proposal of no benefit improvements was awarded. One could readily 

conclude that the purpose of the increased contribution – especially considering the context in 
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which this particular settlement was reached – was to address the persistent in-year deficits 

but to also – following study and review – provide for benefit improvements.   

 

While the Association pointed out that neither the Minutes nor the collective agreement refers 

to sustainability, it is quite clear by the language of Article 14.08(b) that the benefit program 

must be sustainable, for if it is not the parties must meet and make adjustments (a process that 

is manifestly in the interest of the University, the Association and the retirees). That might 

mean an increase in premiums; that might mean a reduction in benefits. But the increased 

funding and general range of costings indicate that the Association proposals can be 

responsibly introduced. Moreover, there is ample opportunity between now and the projected 

deficit of the Yearly Account Balance in 2028 for the parties to either agree on changes 

pursuant to Article 14.08(b) or in collective bargaining.  

 

However, having said all of that, and with a focus on ensuring sustainability, and appreciating 

that projections may be off, it makes sense to introduce a further buffer and I am, accordingly, 

reducing the health care spending account – costed by SunLife as the most expensive in the 

suite – to $150.00 annually. I am also modifying the proposed drug reimbursement – the 

second most expensive in the suite – from 100% to 90%. The fact of the matter is that the 

enhanced benefits that are being awarded may increase enrolment – the overall package is 

being demonstrably improved – and the costing/anticipated usage may be off. This could have 

unanticipated consequences. Accordingly, these are prudent, conservative and cautious 
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modifications of the proposals to help ensure sustainability of the program. Needless to say, 

should there be surpluses the parties will, no doubt, engage on how best to manage them. 

 

A few final observations are in order. To be sure, in 2016, the parties entered into a cost-

sharing agreement. However, there is nothing in that agreement, or the Minutes that govern 

this process, that would require an increase in premiums to fund the new benefits being sought 

or that would require an increase in premiums when the evidence does not now establish any 

need to do so. Put another way, there is no evidence of any ongoing agreement that any 

increase in benefits must necessarily result in increased premiums, or that there was a fixed 

premium sharing formula. There is, likewise, no reason to conclude that pre- and post-2016 

retirees should be treated differently: nothing in the Minutes evidences any such intention. 

 

Accordingly, and for the foregoing reasons, the Association proposals are awarded, subject to 

the amendment to the health care spending account and drug reimbursement, to be 

implemented as soon as reasonably practicable and no later than May 1, 2023. At the request 

of the parties, I remain seized with the implementation of this award. 

 

DATED at Toronto this 30th day of January 2023. 
 
“William Kaplan” 
 
William Kaplan, Sole Arbitrator 


